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================== PixExpose is a web photo gallery creator. It lets you create an easy-
to-use photo gallery in a few easy steps. PixExpose includes the following features: - easy to
use photo gallery creation. - flexible templates for a gallery. - all possible media to insert into

a gallery. - animated galleries. - choosing different page layouts for galleries. - support for
several HTML parameters to customize the look of a gallery. - thumbnail gallery, resizable

pictures. - insert a banner photo in the header of a gallery. - right-click on a picture for adding
effects like border, shadow, background, and more. - support for different media. PixExpose
also has the following advantages: - multiple gallery themes, - unlimited gallery categories, -

unlimited pictures and thumbnails, - unlimited gallery layouts, - support for FTP upload, - live
preview of a gallery in real time, - great for photographers, - support for most of the popular
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image viewers, - support for PHP and Perl scripting. PixExpose is a dynamic, yet easy to use
program. It enables you to create a photo gallery in a few simple steps. You can choose any of

the supported layout for the galleries, and can even define different parameters for all or
certain galleries. Using PixExpose you will be able to create a variety of photo galleries: * A

basic photo gallery * A photo gallery with thumbnails * An online photo album * An
animated photo gallery * A photo album with thumbnails * A photo gallery with a banner * A
photo gallery with multiple themes PixExpose Features: ================= PixExpose
includes the following features: - easy to use photo gallery creation. - flexible templates for a
gallery. - all possible media to insert into a gallery. - animated galleries. - choosing different
page layouts for galleries. - support for several HTML parameters to customize the look of a
gallery. - support for several plugins to modify the look of a gallery. - support for thumbnail

galleries with resizable pictures. - right-click on a picture for adding effects like border,
shadow, background, and more. - support for different media. PixExpose also has the

following advantages: * multiple gallery themes, * unlimited gallery categories, * unlimited
pictures and thumbnails, * unlimited

PixExpose Free [Updated-2022]

By using this powerful tool you will be able to create a beautiful photo album in a few
minutes. KeyMacro enables you to create a complete photo gallery from scratch or to modify

a template gallery. The program lets you easily generate: - a web page; - a complete photo
gallery; - a HTML photo gallery; - an HTML gallery with album; - a complete photo album; -
a "ready to view" image gallery; - a slide show. KeyMacro has a complete set of standard and

professional templates. The program features a fast and intuitive interface with highly
attractive visual interface. Also, KeyMacro can work with different browser types such as IE,
Firefox and Opera. PixExpose Description: PixExpose is a powerful photo album maker. It is
fast and easy to use. You will be able to create photo galleries in a few minutes. This program

allows you to create complete photo albums of any format with a unique visual appearance
and with a full control over its content. The program allows you to select pictures directly

from your computer, or to import image files. PixExpose also includes a wide selection of pre-
made templates, which you can modify to create a unique look for your photo album.

PixExpose has an intuitive interface with highly attractive visual appearance. The program is
easy to use and creates image galleries with unique visual look in a very short time. Also,
PixExpose is capable of working with different browser types such as Internet Explorer,

Firefox, Opera and others. KeyMacro Description: KeyMacro is a simple and fast web gallery
organizer. It allows you to create unique and attractive photo galleries in a few minutes. The

program enables you to generate a complete photo album in a few minutes, from start to
finish. KeyMacro has a complete set of pre-made templates, which you can modify to create a
unique look for your photo album. You can choose to generate a web page, a complete photo
gallery, or a special one that you design yourself. The program offers a fast and intuitive user
interface with highly attractive visual appearance. Also, KeyMacro is capable of working with
different browser types such as Internet Explorer, Firefox, and Opera. PixExpose Description:
PixExpose is a powerful and easy to use photo album maker. You will be able to create photo

galleries in a few minutes. PixExpose is capable of creating complete photo albums of any
format 77a5ca646e
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PixExpose can be used for any kind of galleries, from simple frames to a full-blown gallery
with pagination, thumbnails and all the necessary text for the description. You can use our
software to create: · Frames containing one or more slides with text, pictures and background
images. · Albums showing an entire set of pictures, one at a time. · Galleries with navigation
and text describing each slide. · Large galleries with individual pages for each slide.
· Homepages with multiple galleries. · Animated galleries, with variable content. · Modular
galleries with a page for each module. · Gallery with a tiled background image that shows the
gallery content without additional information. · Other galleries in other file formats. The
choice of templates is really impressive. You will find a whole set of classic images like:
backgrounds, icons, thumbnails, navigation icons, etc. PixExpose supports almost any kind of
graphic file formats, including the most modern. This allows you to prepare a gallery in the
highest quality possible. You can choose to create a gallery in PNG, GIF, JPEG, TIFF, BMP,
PCD, PPM, TGA, PNM, PSD, PS1, PS2, VRML, EMF, ICO, TIF, IFF, etc. formats. The
gallery is saved to the web server in all file formats that are supported by the corresponding
graphic files. After preparing the gallery you can upload it to your web server and start the
entire process of publishing it online. One of the keys to PixExpose's success is its extensive
set of rich settings. You will find all the possible settings in the Preferences dialog. Moreover,
you will find all the settings in the Help menu. The biggest strength of PixExpose is its ability
to automatically generate the HTML code of the gallery itself. With this code you can make
the gallery look the way you want it to, that is why we have a huge variety of gallery templates
to choose from. You will find the gallery templates among the choices in the File > Edit
gallery template... menu. Our gallery system includes an excellent set of features that help you
create and publish a gallery in a much more sophisticated way. PixExpose supports: · Multiple
galleries per page. · A navigation bar in each page. · Multiple levels of navigation. · A menu
system that allows

What's New In PixExpose?

PixExpose was designed to help you generate interesting picture galleries and publish them
online. Are you no good at image processing? Are you not a specialist in the field of WWW?
Or perhaps you are good at both but simply you never have enough time to publish your
photos on the web while they wait to be showed to your friends? If any of these is your case,
PixExpose has been developed exactly for you! By using our program you will quickly create
and publish elegant Internet galleries. Preparing an attractive Internet photo gallery is now an
extraordinarily easy process, on subsequent program pages you only choose images that are
supposed to be the parts of the gallery. You choose a graphic template for your gallery and
wait until it is generated. Once it is generated, you can send it to a network server with a
single click! Our PixExpose handles everything! In the course of development of our program
we have been striving to meet the needs of those people who want to create a gallery quickly
and easily as well as those people who expect full control over the content and look of their
albums. The entire process of creating a gallery involves several basic steps: entering its
description, choosing the pictures you want to publish, and selecting its look (one out of many
available). Next it is enough if you click the button which generates the gallery and you have
it ready in few moments. You only need to send it to a server and you are done! PixExpose
makes it possible for you to create diverse galleries, starting from a simple page with
thumbnails that link larger images and ending at finished complex websites that use ready-
made templates, additional image special effects, etc. What's new in this version: New
appearance of the form (updated from a stylish free version)New features: * generation of
XHTML 2.0 compliant html code - the code becomes more readable * html customization
and easier installation for those users who have no experience of html * several changes in the
UI including a new graphical tab interface * performance improvement PixExpose
Professional is a program that makes it possible for you to easily create interesting galleries,
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starting from a simple page with thumbnails that link larger images and ending at finished
complex websites that use ready-made templates, additional image special effects, etc. Our
easy-to-use program is capable of generating a variety of galleries from the available
templates. For example, you can create a simple page with thumbnails or a fully equipped
gallery with thumbnails and large images. You can also create a gallery with a single image or
a collection of photos that create a nice virtual slide show. Moreover, you can create a single
gallery or an entire gallery collection. You can use PixExpose to create both static and
dynamic galleries. You can create static galleries that remain online or live galleries that are
updated every now and then. Our
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System Requirements:

Installation Notes: The game requires the DirectX9 compatible hardware and will run in XP,
VISTA, WIN7, WIN8 and above. Legal Notice: All rights reserved. Licensed under the MPL
Version 2.0. Unless otherwise specified, all materials are Copyright (c) 2014 M. A. K. D. For
full license, please visit the GNU General Public License at The game was created
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